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This is a private submission but informed by learnings as President of Moonee Ponds
Creek Co-ordination Committee since 2009 through a period of winding it down; ongoing
memberships of Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek, Friends of Maribyrnong Valley, Friends
of Iramoo (grasslands reserves), Friends of Royal Park Parkville; collegial relations with
similar neighbouring groups; long involvements on the Otway coast with emphasis on
skindiving and bushwalking; and a personal program of visiting other locations around the
state that are reachable by V/Line, staying nights in more than 20 with day visits to 30
more. It is also informed by a working career built on systems analysis and a deep
appreciation of complexity and emergence which can lead to impatience with those who
demand oversimplification.
I will conclude this submission by using the example provided by Cumberland River in the
light of the Wye River fire to expose issues of detail that need to work better if we are to
realise the potential of environmental planning. Before that I will respond to what I see as
the general thrust of the Consultation Draft, but only after drawing attention to some base
context that I see as fundamental but which may be uncomfortable for some.
There is accelerating progress with understanding two areas in particular that have major
implications for environmental awareness: animal intelligence and Aboriginal land
management. These should provoke reevaluation of some long-held presumptions about
how things must be done. While all such intellectual revolutions are grounded in prior
work, I should just cite four recent works as a starting point with a disclaimer that this is
not just ongoing but these reframings are catalysing a lot more. While Australian context is
central to the work on birds, we are as yet largely off the map with respect to land
mammals, most of which find it harder to throw off 50,000 years of caution needed to
survive the arrival of hungry humans and their novel techniques.

While “biodiversity” is clearly being used as a hook for wider environmental policy
deliberations, the life world cannot be isolated from hydrological issues, so I need to repeat
a paragraph from my submission to the concurrent Water for Victoria policy development
process:
The natural world is not some idealisation but must be allowed the space it needs to
continue to adapt. Wetlands and migratory waterbirds, whether RAMSAR protected or
not, are a most visible indicator here. From nearly always dry Lake Albacutya to the wholly
created Werribee sewerage farms, local and migratory birds readily find and exploit the
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high but transitory natural productivity of these shifting environments. While global sea
levels have been uncharacteristically stable for 7,000 years, Victoria's coastline has
reformed and retreated with every Pleistocene interglacial. When, much more than not,
Lake Phillip was the destination of Yarra and Barwon waters and much in between, the, by
Victorian standards, vast plain 20 metres below current sea level would have flooded
intermittently on a scale well beyond Lakes Hindmarsh and Albacutya, and the birds that
exploited it would have had their booms and their busts as do those today who exploit
flooded Lake Eyre. We are going to need their adaptability to cope with climate change
even more than we need to invest in the mitigation effort.
Similarly, “endangered species” are used as a somewhat useful and very marketable hook
for biodiversity. While I applaud those efforts, I am much more interested in and
responsive to the health of whole systems and the behavioural flexibility of whole
populations of familiar species, re some of which I've lived long enough to have convinced
myself I've seen evidence of adaptation, even if that can only be deemed anecdotal,
particularly as native species recolonise urban and other human-impacted areas. I was
fortunate that a couple of local involvements conspired to give me a recent and rapid
education in Victoria's critically endangered volcanic plains grassland ecosystem and the
widespread volunteer commitment to reestablishing at least pockets of what had excited
colonial pastoralists so much they had to let loose their sheep to quickly destroy it. A
couple of centuries later our new economic driver, urban developers, are similarly blind to
what they are destroying because native grasslands don’t fit their imported mental images
of what the world should look like through their windscreen, so they never venture close
enough to actually see the riches that might be there, especially not in flower season when
it might give their unnaturalised noses hay fever. (Volunteers working on two of those
remnant sites, below top left and right; some wit’s representative opinion, centre; volcanic
plains wild flowers, lower left to right.)

The implications of the collapse of Aboriginal land management are poorly understood by
my many Green friends whose environmental awareness is grounded on glimpses in their
own lifetime of landscapes that have become aspirational, none more so than disappearing
blue ridges cloaked in eucalypt forest. (example pics below) Unfortunately, just as they
have become from California to South Africa, those same forests are explosive weed
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infestations unleashed by British disruption of Aboriginals and outlawing of Aboriginal
knowledge. Yes there are trees in those forests more than twice that age, but the age of
individual trees does not say anything about the age of closed forest cover. In only the last
half century, I've personally witnessed initially tractable areas become impenetrable. The
systemic reality is that the natural world operates through the interplay of succession
processes which is well enough understood in short timeframes, but rarely extrapolated to
the centuries it takes to provide many iconic birds and other species with vital nesting
hollows. Waiting for observable population decline in long-lived hollow-dependent species
is leaving it far too late.

There are likely no natural lands which are as biodiverse as a suburb full of competitive
gardeners, most of whom have not bought into the hydrological need for locally indigenous
species to predominate. Some exotic horticultural species become weed infestations,
sometimes with assistance from native birds and other animals which take a liking to the
food they provide. Are we caught in a trap of targeting invasive species too widely? Do we
need to take careful note of the judgement of those that have been here a lot longer as to
their utility or at least tolerability? Certainly if we could stop or fully contain something
like a cane toad that would be desirable, but which invasive species pass a cost benefit test,
especially when the cost is volunteered hours? Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos seem almost
as fond of old Cypress trees dating from construction of the Great Ocean Road as they are
of Coast Banksias planted by resident managers decades later. Yes, I would love to walk in
places which hawthorn or blackberries make impenetrable, but I'm equally aware that
native small birds love and spread them. The Consultation Draft makes only passing
reference to weed and feral species with no discussion of the need for ongoing evaluation
and practical response. And, yes, what the locals think does matter as they have to support
and most likely do whatever work should be done.
A big disappointment with the Consultation Draft is the lack of explicit reference to the
richest natural biodiversity in Victoria, the intertidal zones and temperate reef ecosystems
within the three nautical mile limit of state jurisdiction. We hear no end of environmental
posturing about a reef off Queensland, but it seems only those of us who have experienced
a few of our home town reefs have any awareness that there is even more of interest below
the waterline here. We bend over backwards for recreational fishing and ignore the
importance of rock pools in exciting a child's interest in the environment. While 24 photos
used in the Consultation Draft feature water surfaces, including waterfalls and snorkelers
and dolphins viewed from above, there are only four of underwater life and each of those is
devoid of the rich environmental context of our intertidal zones, temperate reefs, estuarine
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and wetland environments when seen from below. (A tiny assortment of images of life on
the reefs of the East Otway Coast around 1980.)

Bastard Trumpeter, Latridopsis forsteri, (bottom left above) brings another angle to
biodiversity, showing fragility in the face of human ignorance and impact. Until around
1970 large specimens were easily located on reefs along the Great Ocean Road. You could
drive up, jump in the water and come home with a delicious dinner. They didn't appear to
see a companion being speared as a threat, presumably because of no mental model for
such action at even the distance of a speargun cord. Within a few years, larger ones were
no longer seen in those same places.
Much more positively, the Consultation Draft, unlike the Water for Victoria Discussion
Paper, does make explicit reference to the many Friends of groups which are the backbone
of community environmental activity in urban areas, more recently with improving
support from local councils, the Friends having shown them the way. Amongst the
converts, there is increasing awareness of the broader benefits of exposure to the natural
environment for both physical and mental health. Unfortunately, even in urban areas, jobs
working on the environment are totally dependent on the use of small vehicles, even
though the Aboriginals had managed the land for a long time before Toyota. This appears
to leave a planning mindset where everybody else is expected to use a car or at least cycle
to visit the environment. While it was very pleasing to have a Biodiversity plan workshop
in St. Albans, even the location chosen for that was inaccessible by public transport,
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leaving no choice but to drive. It is past time that environmental agencies accept that they
need to both plan and lobby for better public transport access to environmental attractions
and events.
Epilogue: Cumberland River, East Otway Coast Case Study
Before going into some detail about the situation at Cumberland River in light of the Wye
River fire, I want to make a point about a couple of other locations a bit further down the
road that were familiar territory in my diving days but which have had their public utility
destroyed for imagined minor ecological gains that have not materialised. Carisbrook
Creek once featured a grassed camping area with amenities that was reminiscent of but
smaller than Cumberland River. (below left) It seems to have been imagined that by
excluding humans the natural world would reassert itself in useful ways, at the same time
ParksVic was increasing support for tiny basic bush camps on 4WD tracks that are
vulnerable to fire. (e.g. Jamieson River bush camp, centre, with now ironic “No Fires” sign,
evacuated December 19 after lightning strike and still closed) View Point is an actual place
name 1Km past Wye River's Point Sturt. It too is of geomorphological and cultural history
significance, then long served as an informal parking place for coast visitors. After being
cut off by a roadside crash barrier, coastal scrub regenerated until it was badly burnt
Christmas Day, with no sign of regeneration by Easter, unlike even the other side of the
road. (right, 24 January, showing fishing track)

A camp site was established at Cumberland River during construction of the Great Ocean
Road. (pic overleaf, left) It was then opened for public camping by the Roads Board with
management later moved to Lorne Foreshore Committee which managed other camping
grounds in Lorne. Some families have four generations of history at Cumberland,
underpinning a base ethic of looking out for each other which survives a more than
sufficient turnover across many sites. The Foreshore Committee was absorbed into the
Great Ocean Road Coast Committee coincident with Lorne's move, along with the rest of
the Shire of Winchlesea, into Surf Coast Shire. Resident managers have been in place for
over 50 years under various arrangements, most recently on rotating contract with a
master lessee. GORCC remains the committee of management for the crown land reserve.
The PPRZ buffer that surrounds the leased reserve has recently been incorporated into
Great Otway National Park, leaving GORCC no unleased territory on which to spend the
fraction of its earnings that are devoted to the coastal environment elsewhere. (right)
Today’s Cumberland River Holiday Park has 100 camp sites and 14 self-contained cabins.
It is of order a million dollar per annum business or $10,000 per night peak season.
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Castle Rock (below top left and middle, sign near lookout re old track, top right) dominates
the Cumberland River skyline with Langdale Pike (bottom left) similarly conspicuous at
the top of the valley. Both were once reached by well worn tracks from the camp. The start
of the very popular Castle Rock track was compromised by a gravel pit excavated and never
reinstated by VicRoads when they widened the road back to Lorne in the 1970s. It is still
used but less and less with no maintenance and ParksVic only supporting inland access via
Sheoak car park 2km towards Lorne, Sheoak Picnic Ground inland from Lorne or a
connecting track from 2km up Cumberland River to the Sheoak tracks. (pics overleaf) The
always more challenging Langdale Pike direct track has been lost and even the old forestry
road still shown on maps as reaching it from the MVO Cumberland Track has disappeared.
(c.1970 view down, bottom centre) Cumberland Track to Mt Defiance summit and inland
was a major access for the Wye River fire, (viewed from Cumberland, Christmas day, just
after breaking containment line, bottom left below) it and the 4WD network it connects to
remaining closed to the public. Cumbo was evacuated on Christmas day and remained
closed for ten nights.
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I spent 20 years of summer holidays and more at Cumberland River until our camp and a
dozen caravans were lost in a flood six weeks after the Ash Wednesday fire of 1983, the fire
having not got closer than the other side of Lorne. During those years my focus was
increasingly on diving, mostly off the rocks between Lorne and Cape Otway, increasingly
with SCUBA and underwater photography. After 20 years with extensive business travel, in
2002 I returned to having summer holidays at Cumbo, since retirement from regular paid
work getting a caravan and extending booking to six weeks plus nine night stays across
Easter and in Spring. Increasingly focused on bush walking when Great Cormorants
nesting on a ledge in the cliff above my camp site encouraged me to upgrade photographic
equipment, leading to making movies of birds, other natural attractions and annual camp
concerts. Increasingly involved with suburban councils et al re environment, heritage and
transport planning in particular, I also wanted to try to do some good for the Cumbo
community and became a member of a couple of GORCC community reference groups.
Having been close enough to the cutting edge of information technology from 18 to 64,
including work on client communications, I was well aware the Holiday Park systems were
falling badly behind, but avoided making an issue of it until their mishandling of the Wye
fire response and recovery made it inescapable. This is not in any way a reflection on the
performance of the contracted camp management, nor of the broader fire response effort,
all of whom did all that could be asked within their operational parameters. However there
was no system for routinely communicating with the body of booked in clients. So while
comparable camping grounds at Wye and Kennett Rivers that were more directly disrupted
have had nothing but praise for their handling of the situation, Cumberland has had public
criticism which reached as far as ABC Melbourne radio 774 and still simmers online. When
originally selected, the Colac-based lessees were building a stable of three similar
businesses which they cross promoted, but this had diminished to just Cumberland River
long before that lease was renewed, with the lessees actively seeking to restrict all
communications to their hired management, the best of whom were very good but still only
lasted four years in the job.
It is now my strong opinion that a business of this size cannot afford to have that one extra
layer in the ownership structure treating it as their personal superannuation scheme
without adding value through proactive involvement. This is raised and emphasised here
to suggest a need for DELWP to become more nuanced with respect to the management of
significant sites on public land than the current regime of committees of management with
provision for leasing to private operators allows. GORCC cites Cumberland River as being
at the far end of its range of responsibility for coastal areas from Point Impossible and its
Torquay head office. Cumberland is also literally metres on the Surf Coast side of its
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boundary with Colac-Otway Shire, but without permanent residents it has no local votes
anyway. Stripping the PPRZ buffer and the beach away to ParksVic control also means
GORCC has nowhere relevant to spend its lease income on coastal improvements.
Certainly the proximity to Lorne is some value to Cumberland holiday makers, but so is the
separation. There are no shortage of opportunities for improvement, be they reinstating
old TransOtway bus stops that were lost in the V/Line takeover or a pedestrian underpass,
both requiring VicRoads support, or restoration and maintenance of tracks on ParksVic
land to redress the absurdity of the major walks requiring driving when there is a
substantial seasonally resident population based right there to make use of them.
I have no idea how things might be significantly improved under current arrangements.
While GORCC management try to be communicative, there is no evidence of any of the
committee taking a particular interest in Cumberland River. There would also appear
nothing to gain by transferring the committee of management role to resource-constrained
ParksVic which already has its own cultural commitment to other access points to Great
Otway National Park. Another downside is the impracticality of trying to establish an
active Friends of Cumberland River group in the absence of permanent residents to form a
core and with visitors not wanting such distractions on their annual holidays. In an ideal
world, environmental volunteers might be provided with out of season accommodation,
but that kind of thing isn't easy anywhere in this era of fine-grained financial
accountability. There may also never be a better time than following the Wye fire to start
planning some of the more challenging sections of a potential track network to link the
Surf Coast and Great Ocean Walks, but we would need strong advocates to even get that
idea on the table.

